Raise your glass to better wine preservation. Sub-Zero wine storage is far more than just a wine chiller employing a suite of technologies to protect wine from its four enemies: light, heat, humidity and vibration.
Like wine with a fine meal, Sub-Zero wine storage complements your decor; thoughtful design makes
these products a pleasure to own.
Two independent storage and temperature zones, each sealed and digitally controlled, allow you to
simultaneously maintain perfect cellar and serving conditions in the same unit. Microprocessor control
maintains even temperatures to within one degree of your presets. The ultra-violet glass panel filters out
the harmful rays that can cause premature aging. The quiet compressor lets wines rest undisturbed,
without the vibration that can harm delicate wines. Shelves glide out smoothly, providing access without
agitation. The result? Perfect conditions and perfect wine.

Our 457mm wide integrated wine storage unit ICBIW-18, has no visible hinges or grilles and is designed
to sit flush with adjacent cabinetry. You choose from classic stainless steel panels with either tubular or
pro handles or opt for custom cabinetry to blend seamlessly with your choice of furniture. Stores up to 59
bottles.
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Sub-Zero’s 610mm wide integrated wine storage unit ICBIW-24, has no visible hinges or grilles and is
designed to sit flush with adjacent cabinetry. You choose from classic stainless steel panels with either
tubular or pro handles or opt for custom cabinetry to blend seamlessly with your choice of furniture. Stores
up to 102 bottles.
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Features of all Sub-Zero New Generation Wine Storage Include:






New inventory system allows you to label wine racks for better organisation
Re-designed digital touch control panel allows temperature settings to one degree of set point
Two temperature zones from 4-18 degrees celcius
Angled display shelf with discreet display lighting
Full-view, UV-resistant glass door

Additional Features Include:







Rust-proof, roller-glide shelving with cherry wood facings
Insulated, low vibration compressor
90 degree door stop setting
Optional lock
Optional dessert wine rack holds small bottles securely
Optional self regulating humidor with two-way humidity control.

ICBIW-30R, offers three independent temperature zones, two refrigerated drawers, storing up to 86
bottles and like all models in the range, has no visible hinges or grilles and is designed to sit flush with
adjacent cabinetry. Choose from classic stainless steel panels with either tubular or pro handles or opt for
custom cabinetry to blend seamlessly with your choice of furniture.
Sub-Zero’s ICBIW-30, has no visible hinges or grilles and is designed to sit flush with adjacent cabinetry.
Choose from classic stainless steel panels with either tubular or pro handles or opt for custom cabinetry to
blend seamlessly with your choice of furniture. With the largest capacity, stores up to 146 bottles over two
temperature zones.
For high-resolution images or further press information please contact Juliette Raine jraine@subzerowolf.co.uk
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Sub-Zero & Wolf stockist details: www.subzero-wolf.co.uk/locator
About Sub-Zero and Wolf
Founded in 1945 and headquartered in Madison, Sub-Zero, Inc., is the leading manufacturer of
American-made luxury refrigeration, freezers and wine storage products. Specialising in food
preservation, Sub-Zero pioneered the concept of dual refrigeration and prides itself on being
the first company to store frozen foods at ultra-low, “sub-zero” temperatures. In 2000, Wolf
Appliance, Inc., the premier maker of ranges, ovens, cooktops and grills, was acquired by SubZero; establishing the brands as corporate companions and kitchen soul mates.
Presently in its third generation of family ownership, the privately held company also operates
manufacturing facilities in Fitchburg, Wisconsic. and Goodyear, Arizona. Both brands are
continually recognized for the highest achievements in refrigeration and cooking innovation and
customer satisfaction.
For more information about Sub-Zero and Wolf, please visit www.subzero-wolf.co.uk or follow
us on Facebook at facebook.com/subzerowolfUK or Twitter at @SubZeroWolfUK
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